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Astrocytes engage unique molecular programs to engulf pruned neuronal debris from distinct subsets of neurons

Ozge E. Tasdemir-Yilmaz and Marc R. Freeman
Department of Neurobiology, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, Massachusetts 01605, USA

Precise neural circuit assembly is achieved by initial overproduction of neurons and synapses, followed by refinement through elimination of exuberant neurons and synapses. Glial cells are the primary cells responsible for clearing neuronal debris, but the cellular and molecular basis of glial pruning is poorly defined. Here we show that Drosophila larval astrocytes transform into phagocytes through activation of a cell-autonomous, steroid-dependent program at the initiation of metamorphosis and are the primary phagocytic cell type in the pupal neuropil. We examined the developmental elimination of two neuron populations—mushroom body [MB] γ neurons and vCrz+ neurons [expressing Corazonin [Crz] neuropeptide in the ventral nerve cord [VNC]]—where only neurites are pruned or entire cells are eliminated, respectively. We found that MB γ axons are engulfed by astrocytes using the Draper and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 signaling pathways in a partially redundant manner. In contrast, while elimination of vCrz+ cell bodies requires Draper, elimination of vCrz+ neurites is mediated by Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 but not Draper. Intriguingly, we also found that elimination of Draper delayed vCrz+ neurite degeneration, suggesting that glia promote neurite destruction through engulfment signaling. This study identifies a novel role for astrocytes in the clearance of synaptic and neuronal debris and for Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 as a new glial pathway mediating pruning and reveals, unexpectedly, that the engulfment signaling pathways engaged by glia depend on whether neuronal debris was generated through cell death or local pruning.
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In complex metazoans, neurons, neurites, and synapses are produced in excess early in development, and this is followed by a later phase of selective elimination of subsets of neurons or parts of neurons [termed pruning]. The overproduction of neurons or the formation of excessive connections can be remarkable: Approximately 80% of neurons in the mesencephalic nucleus of the trigeminal nerve of chick embryos undergo cell death [Cowan et al. 1984; von Bartheld and Bothwell 1993], and in the mammalian retinogeniculate system, thalamic neurons prune ~10 synaptic inputs for every successful input retained [Chen and Regehr 2000]. Such early exuberant brain construction is thought to impart increased developmental plasticity through which trophic and activity-dependent mechanisms can be used to fine-tune neuronal numbers and connectivity for optimum circuit performance.

Neural circuit refinement can proceed by the wholesale elimination of a neuron and its projections or the selective destruction of specific axons, dendrites, or synapses. For instance, ~50% of chick ciliary ganglion cells undergo cell death to remove entire cells after they have received afferent synaptic input and elaborated axonal projections [Landmesser and Pilar 1972, 1974]. Similarly, ~40% of mouse GABAergic inhibitory cortical neurons undergo cell death after they have migrated from their place of birth, acquired morphological features of cortical inhibitory neurons, and formed synaptic contacts with surrounding cells [Southwell et al. 2012]. In contrast, other mammalian neurons selectively prune only specific parts of cells. For example motor neurons eliminate individual branches when neuromuscular junctions [NMJs] resolve states of polynervation to monoinnervation.
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[Walsh and Lichtman 2003; Bishop et al. 2004], and branch-specific elimination occurs during eye-specific segregation of retinal ganglion cell inputs into the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus [Chen and Regehr 2000; Hooks and Chen 2006].

Neural circuit refinement leads to the production of large amounts of neuronal debris in the form of neuronal cell corpses, fragmented axons and dendrites, and pruned synapses requiring disposal. Impressively, essentially all developmentally produced neuronal debris is rapidly eliminated from the nervous system through the activity of phagocytic glia. In the mammalian CNS, microglia are primarily responsible for clearing neural debris [Cuadros and Navascues 1998; Marin-Teva et al. 1999; Parnaik et al. 2000], and in the PNS, Schwann cells appear to play a key role in the elimination of exuberant motor neuron inputs [Bishop et al. 2004]. The timely clearance of CNS debris is essential to avoid tissue inflammation and autoimmune responses [Savill et al. 2002]. In addition, the nervous system appears especially sensitive to the presence of neural debris during synapse formation. For instance, suppressing the engulfing activity of glia and/or muscle at the Drosophila NMJ leads to accumulation of neuronal debris at the NMJ and in turn inhibits synaptic growth (Fuentes-Medel et al. 2009).

Molecular insights into the removal of cell corpses came first from work in Caenorhabditis elegans where a number of cell death abnormal [ced] mutants were found to delay or block the engulfment of dead cells [for review, see Reddien and Horvitz 2004]. The CED-2/CED-5/CED-12 complex, which acts as a guanine nucleotide exchange factor [GEF] that activates Rac1 [Brugnera et al. 2002], was found to modulate cytoskeletal events during cell corpse internalization [Zhou et al. 2001a]. A second pathway composed of CED-1 and CED-6 was also found to act genetically in parallel to the CED-2/CED-5/CED-12 pathway; loss of either pathway lead to a partial suppression of cell corpse engulfment, while simultaneous inactivation of both pathways suppressed clearance much more strongly [Ellis et al. 1991; Gumienny et al. 2001; Zhou et al. 2001b; Kinchen et al. 2005]. CED-1 is a transmembrane receptor that acts in the engulfing cell and is thought to recognize cell corpses [Zhou et al. 2001b] and degrade them [Yu et al. 2008] through the PTB domain-containing protein CED-6 [Liu and Hengartner 1998].

Similar roles for Drosophila and vertebrate orthologs of these genes have revealed conserved functions for these pathways in the elimination of cell corpses [Smits et al. 1999; Manaka et al. 2004; Etchegaray et al. 2012; Van Goethem et al. 2012; van Ham et al. 2012], including by glia in the nervous system [Freeman et al. 2003; Wu et al. 2009].

Draper, the Drosophila homolog of CED-1, is also required in glia for the removal of pruned mushroom body (MB) y-axonial debris during metamorphosis [Awasaki et al. 2006], sensory neuron dendrites [Williams et al. 2006], presynaptic debris shed during larval NMJ growth [Fuentes-Medel et al. 2009], and axons that have undergone injury-induced degeneration in the adult [MacDonald et al. 2006]. Likewise, we recently discovered a role for Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 [Drosophila CED-2/CED-5/CED-12] in the clearance of axonal debris after axotomy [Ziegenfuss et al. 2012]. However, precisely which subtypes of Drosophila glia are responsible for neuronal pruning in the CNS remains unclear. Mammalian microglia have been ascribed a role in synaptic pruning [Stevens et al. 2007; Paolicelli et al. 2011; Schafer et al. 2012], but additional subtypes of glia may also sculpt neuronal circuits, and molecular pathways mediating glial pruning of neurons remain poorly defined. In this study, we describe a key role for astrocytes in the clearance of neural debris during neural circuit reorganization. We identify the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 complex as a new signaling pathway required for glial pruning of neurites. Surprisingly, we found that the precise molecular pathways engaged by glia to internalize neurite debris are linked with the type of intrinsic molecular programs used to drive neurite degeneration.

Results

Astrocytes acquire phagocytic properties during neural circuit remodeling

We wished to define the cellular and functional changes that occur in larval astrocytes during the larval-to-adult transition. We therefore examined the morphology of astrocytes in the Drosophila brain and ventral nerve cord (VNC) during larval and pupal stages using the alrm-Gal4 driver to express membrane-tethered GFP [alrm-GFP] [Doherty et al. 2009] specifically in astrocytes. At the third instar larval [L3] and white puparium stages (i.e., 0 h after puparium formation [APF]), astrocyte cell bodies resided at the edge of the neuropil [Fig. 1A; Supplemental Fig. 1A,B]. Astrocyte processes extended exclusively into the neuropil and exhibited a tufted morphology, with very fine processes infiltrating the entire neuropil and associating closely with synapses [Figs. 1A, 3A [below]; Supplemental Fig. 1A,B; T Stork and M Freeman, unpubl.].

Unexpectedly, astrocyte processes underwent a dramatic transformation at puparium formation such that at 1 h APF, fine processes became slightly enlarged and took on a vacuolated appearance [Fig. 1A]. Vacuolization of astrocyte membranes became more extreme by 6 h APF; later, astrocyte processes became progressively sparser in the CNS, and by 48 h APF, astrocyte membranes were absent from the neuropil [Fig. 1A]. Throughout metamorphosis, astrocyte cell bodies remained at the periphery of the neuropil, and their membranes appeared to reinfilturate the neuropil [by 96 h APF] prior to eclosion as adult animals [Fig. 1A].

We performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to define the cellular basis of this astrocyte transformation in greater detail. We compared the morphology of astrocytes in the VNC of control animals at L3 [Supplemental Fig. 2] and 6 h APF [Fig. 1B]. We defined astrocytes according to the following criteria: (1) the position of their cell bodies adjacent to the neuropil, (2) their electron-dense cytoplasm compared with surrounding cells, and (3) the fibrous morphology infiltrating to the
neuropil. Consistent with our light microscopic observations, we found that L3 astrocyte membranes were fibrous and extended profusely into the synaptic neuropil (Supplemental Fig. 2). By 6 h APF, however, astrocyte morphology had changed dramatically: Astrocyte membranes, when compared with those of L3 animals, were less fibrous, and their cytoplasm was filled with many large vacuoles that appeared to be filled with cellular debris, suggesting that astrocytes were engulfing neuronal material.

We examined expression of Draper, a marker for engulfing cells in Drosophila (MacDonald et al. 2006; Ziegenfuss et al. 2008, 2012; Doherty et al. 2009), using Draper antibody and found that astrocytes at L3 expressed low to undetectable levels of Draper. However, at 1 h APF, Draper became detectable in astrocytes, and by 6 h APF, astrocytic Draper levels were significantly elevated (Fig. 1C) and specific to astrocytes in the neuropil (Supplemental Figs. 3, 4). dCed-6, which is required for Draper signaling, was expressed in astrocytes at L3 and 6 h APF, although in contrast to Draper, total dCed-6 levels did not change noticeably between L3 and 6 h APF (Supplemental Fig. 5). Finally, lysosomal activity (detected by LysoTracker) was not obvious in the neuropil at L3; however, robust lysosomal activity was observed in the neuropil by 6 h APF, and all LysoTracker+ staining was found within astrocytic vacuoles [Fig. 1D]. Together, these data argue that astrocytes take on a phagocytic phenotype at pupariation and suggest that astrocytes may be the primary phagocytic cell type in the pupal neuropil.

Ecdysone receptor (EcR) cell-autonomously regulates transformation of astrocytes into phagocytes

The steroid hormone 20-hydroxyecdysone [ecdysone] is a major regulator of neuronal remodeling and cell death during metamorphosis (Robinow et al. 1993; Truman et al. 1994; Jiang et al. 1997; White et al. 1997; Schubiger et al. 1998). Given that astrocytes transform into phagocyte-like cells at this time of intense steroid-mediated developmental signaling, we wished to determine whether ecdysone signaling modulated astrocyte phagocytic phenotypes.

Ecdysone binds to a heterodimer receptor composed of the EcR and ultraspiracles [Usp] (Koelle et al. 1991; Yao et al. 1993). There are multiple isoforms of EcR, termed A, B1, and B2 (Talbot et al. 1993). EcR-B1 is expressed at high levels in neurons as they initiate pruning of larval projections (Truman et al. 1994) and is required for pruning (Schubiger et al. 1998, 2003; Lee et al. 2000; Kuo et al. 2005), while EcR-A appears to be up-regulated as neurons initiate outgrowth of adult-specific branches
Using antibodies specific for EcR-B1 and EcR-A, we found that astrocytes express EcR-B1 at 0 h APF (Fig. 2A) but not EcR-A (Supplemental Fig. 6). We next assayed for EcR function in astrocytes by driving expression of two different dominant-negative versions of EcR: UAS-EcR\textsuperscript{DN} F645A and UAS-EcR\textsuperscript{DN} W650A (Cherbas et al. 2003). In animals expressing EcR\textsuperscript{DN} constructs in astrocytes (alrm\textgreater EcR\textsuperscript{DN}), we found that astrocyte morphology appeared normal at L3 (Supplemental Fig. 5), suggesting that EcR signaling is not critical before L3 for normal astrocyte development. However, astrocytic EcR\textsuperscript{DN} expression completely blocked their morphological transformation into the highly vacuolated morphology apparent in controls at 6 h APF (Fig. 2B). Suppression of astrocyte morphological transformation was even accomplished when EcR\textsuperscript{DN} was driven in one to two astrocytes rather than the entire population (Fig. 2C). Consistent with full suppression of the transformation of astrocytes into phagocytes, EcR\textsuperscript{DN} expression in astrocytes also blocked the Draper up-regulation that normally occurs from 0 to 6 h APF (Fig. 2D) as well as induction of phagolysosomal activity (Fig. 2E).

Since Draper is a potent regulator of phagocytic status of glial cells in Drosophila, we next overexpressed Draper in astrocytes in a EcR\textsuperscript{DN} background to determine whether Draper activation was sufficient to make astrocytes phagocytic. Despite high-level expression of Draper in EcR\textsuperscript{DN} animals, astrocytes failed to transform into phagocytes at puparium formation (Supplemental Fig. 7), indicating that additional factors downstream from EcR are necessary for activation of the phagocyte program in astrocytes. We attempted to determine the developmental consequences of complete blockade of astrocyte phagocytic function throughout metamorphosis; however, we found that the effects of EcR\textsuperscript{DN} were only transient: Despite continued expression of EcR\textsuperscript{DN} in astrocytes, Draper activation was obvious by 48 h APF (Supplemental Fig. 8). Not all molecular components of the engulfment machinery are activated in astrocytes at pupariation. For instance, astrocytic dCed-6 levels at L3 are similar to those at 6 h APF, and we found no obvious change in dCed-6 in astrocytes expressing EcR\textsuperscript{DN} at 6 h APF (Supplemental Fig. 5). These results demonstrate that loss of EcR signaling is sufficient to cell-autonomously suppress the transformation of astrocytes into phagocytes at pupariation.

**Astrocytes engulf synaptic material from the neuropil**

Neuronal remodeling during metamorphosis results in the loss of nearly all synapses in the neuropil by 48 h APF, and adult-specific synapses are subsequently generated [A Muthukumar and M Freeman, unpubl.]. We used antibodies...
Figure 3. Astrocytes engulf and clear synaptic material from the neuropil. [A] In A and D, confocal images are single z-confocal slices. Astrocytes were labeled with GFP [alm-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; green], glial nuclei were labeled with anti-Repo [blue], and, in A and D, active zones were labeled with nc82 [antibody for Brp; red]. Time points are as follows: L3 (third instar larva) and APF (hours APF). [Top inset] High-magnification view of the boxed region. [Middle and bottom insets] Other examples of vacuoles. Bars: 20 μm; insets, 1 μm. [B] The graph shows fluorescence intensity per pixel in each channel for the inset in A of the astrocyte membrane and nc82* puncta along a line drawn through a vacuole. [C] TEM image from a cross-section of the abdominal VNC of an almEcRDN animal. An astrocyte [outlined in yellow] at the edge of the neuropil. Time point is as indicated (APF). Genotype used was as follows: alm>EcRDN [alm-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP]/UAS-EcRDN). Bars, 2 μm. [D] Time points are as indicated (APF). Genotypes used were as follows: control [alm-Gal4/+ and alm-EcRDN [alm-Gal4]/UAS-EcRDN)]. Bars, 20 μm. [E,F] Quantification of pixel intensity of nc82* puncta at L3 and 18 h APF in SOG, thorax, and abdominal regions of the VNC. [E] Genotypes used were as follows: EcRDN/+ [UAS-EcRDN]+ and alm-EcRDN [alm-Gal4]/UAS-EcRDN). Error bars represent ±SEM. N-values are as follows: alm-Gal4/+ N ≥ 20; UAS-EcRDN/+ N ≥ 16; and alm-Gal4/UAS-EcRDN N ≥ 20 [N denotes number of measurements]. (*) P < 0.05; (**) P < 0.01; (***) P < 0.0001. [F] Genotypes used were as follows: shiTS/+ [UAS-shiTS] and alm>shiTS [alm-Gal4]/UAS-shiTS]. Flies were raised at 18°C and then shifted to the restrictive temperature [30°C] at 0 h APF for 18 h. Error bars represent ±SEM; N = 12; (****) P < 0.0001.

to the presynaptic active zone marker Bruchpilot [nc82] to mark synapses and examine their fate during the first 48 h of metamorphosis. At L3, nc82 labeled synapses throughout the neuropil; by 6 h APF, we found that many nc82* puncta were located within the astrocytic vacuoles [Fig. 3A,B; Supplemental Fig. 9A].

We next sought to determine whether astrocyte transformation into phagocytes or other events downstream from EcR in astrocytes was required for the elimination of CNS synapses. Based on nc82* staining, it appeared that most synapses were eliminated by 6 h APF and were nearly gone by 12–18 h APF [Fig. 3D]. Impressively, blockade of EcR signaling in astrocytes suppressed the clearance of nc82* synapses from multiple brain regions at 18 h APF [Fig. 3E]. Blockade of astrocytic endocytic function during early pupal stages by expression of Shibirets [ShiTS] resulted in a similar suppression of synaptic clearance from the neuropil [Fig. 3F]. Finally, when we examined the ultrastructure of astrocytes at 6 h APF, we found that the large vacuoles filled with cellular debris normally present in control astrocytes [Fig. 1B] were absent from astrocytes expressing EcRDN [Fig. 3C]. These data argue that some portion of internalized debris in astrocytes at 6 h APF is synaptic material.

Draper and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 act in a partially redundant fashion to promote astrocyte transformation into phagocytes and synaptic clearance

The Draper signaling pathway and the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 complex are essential for glial clearance of axonal debris after axotomy in Drosophila [MacDonald et al. 2006; Ziegenfuss et al. 2012]. Loss of either pathway leads to a near-complete blockade of glial engulfment of degenerating olfactory receptor neurons in the adult [Ziegenfuss et al. 2012]. Draper also has been shown previously to play a role in neuronal pruning in Drosophila [Awasaki et al. 2006], but in which subtype of glia Draper functions...
Figure 4. Draper and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 pathways are required for the formation of astrocytic vacuoles. (A) Astrocytes were labeled with GFP [almr-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; green]. Images zoomed at the abdinal tip of the VNC at 6 h APF. (Inset) One representative vacuole. Images are single z-confocal slices. Bars: 20 μm; insets, 2 μm. Genotypes used were as follows: control [almr-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/]+, drpr<sup>AS</sup>/+, drpr<sup>AS</sup>/+ [almr-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/]; drpr<sup>AS</sup>/+, drpr<sup>AS</sup>/+ [almr-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/]; almrd>Ced-12<sup>RNAI</sup> (almr-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/), and almrd>Ced-12<sup>RNAI</sup>drpr<sup>AS</sup> (almr-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/ UAS-dCed-12<sup>RNAI</sup>); drpr<sup>AS</sup>]. (B) Quantification of number of vacuoles of figures in A. Error bars represent ±SEM; number of brains used was five or more; two hemisegments were measured in each brain. (*P < 0.01; **P < 0.001; ***P < 0.0001. (C) Quantification of a cross-section area of vacuoles of the figures in A. Error bars represent ±SEM; number of brains used was five or more; two hemisegments were measured in each brain. (*) P < 0.05; (**) P < 0.01; (***) P < 0.0001. (D) Quantification of pixel intensity of ncs2<sup>a</sup> puncta in SOG, thorax, and abdominal regions of the VNC at L3 and 18 h APF from Supplemental Figure 11. Genotypes used were as follows: almrd>Ced-12<sup>RNAI</sup> (almr-Gal4/UAS-dCed-12<sup>RNAI</sup>) and almrd>Ced-12<sup>RNAI</sup>drpr<sup>AS</sup> (almr-Gal4/UAS-dCed-12<sup>RNAI</sup>; drpr<sup>AS</sup>]. Error bars represent ±SEM; N-values are as follows: almr-Gal4/+, N ≥ 18; almrd>Ced-12<sup>RNAI</sup>; drpr<sup>AS</sup>, N ≥ 16; almrd>Ced-12<sup>RNAI</sup>; drpr<sup>AS</sup>, N ≥ 18. (*) P < 0.05; (**) P < 0.01; (***) P < 0.001; (****) P < 0.0001.
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to engulf axonal debris remains unknown, and roles for Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 in synaptic, axonal, or dendritic pruning remain unexplored.

We assayed for requirements for Draper in the transformation of astrocytes into phagocytes. In the posterior abdominal region of the VNC at 6 h APF, drpr<sup>AS</sup>-null mutants exhibited similar numbers of astrocytic vacuoles compared with controls, although vacuole size was significantly reduced [by ~50% in drpr<sup>AS</sup>-null mutants compared with controls] [Fig. 4A–C]. In contrast, knockdown of dCed-12 in astrocytes (almrd>Ced-12<sup>RNAI</sup>) led to a very strong decrease in astrocytic vacuole number and size: Vacuole areas were reduced by 90%, and vacuole numbers were reduced by 70% compared with controls [Fig. 4A–C]. Knockdown of Crk in astrocytes led to vacuole areas reduced by ~20% compared with controls [Supplemental Fig. 10A–C], further supporting a requirement for the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 complex in the induction of the astrocytic phagocyte program. To determine whether loss of both signaling pathways enhanced the observed changes, we knocked down dCed-12 in a drpr<sup>AS</sup>-null background and found a near-complete loss of astrocytic vacuole formation [Fig. 4A–C]. A similar phenotype was seen when we knocked down Crk in astrocytes in a drpr<sup>AS</sup>-null background but to a lesser extent [Supplemental Fig. 10A–C]. We next assayed for clearance of synaptic structures at 18 h APF in drpr<sup>AS</sup>-null mutants and astrocytic dCed-12<sup>RNAI</sup> animals. We found that drpr<sup>AS</sup>-null animals had a significant amount of ncs2<sup>a</sup> debris in the abdominal region of VNC [Fig. 4D; Supplemental Fig. 11]. Astrocytic knockdown of dCed-12 resulted in a significant accumulation of ncs2<sup>a</sup> debris in both the SOG and abdominal region of the VNC. Astrocytic knockdown of Crk also gave a phenotype similar to dCed-12<sup>RNAI</sup> but to a lesser effect [Supplemental Fig. 12A,B]. When we depleted both Draper and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 signaling by astrocytic knockdown
of dCed-12 in a drprD5-null background, we observed significantly elevated levels of nc82+ debris compared with knockdown of either pathway alone or controls (Fig. 4D; Supplemental Fig. 11). These data indicate that Draper and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 act in a partially redundant fashion to transform astrocytes into phagocytes and promote engulfment of synaptic material during metamorphosis.

Figure 5. EcR, Draper, and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 function in astrocytes to promote MB γ neuron clearance. (A) Astrocytes were labeled with GFP (almr-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP; green) in A and C, glial nuclei were labeled with anti-Repo (blue), and MB lobes were labeled with anti-FasII (red) in A, C, and D. The adult-specific dorsal lobe is outlined [white line]. Time point is as indicated (APF). Genotypes used were as follows: wild type (wt; alrm-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/+), alrm>EcRDN (almr-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/UAS-EcRDN). (A–D) All confocal images are z-projections. Bars, 10 μm. (B) Quantification of MB γ neuron pruning phenotype from A using the categories shown in Supplemental Figure 14 (see the Materials and Methods). Wild type, N = 24; alrm>EcRDN, N = 20 hemisegments quantified. (C) Image of magnified dorsal MB lobe. Note the FasII+ debris inside astrocytic vacuoles. Time point is as indicated (APF). Genotype used was as follows: alrm-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP/+ Bars, 10 μm. (D) MB debris was scored at the time points indicated (APF). Arrows indicate extra MB γ debris. Bars, 10 μm. Genotypes used were as follows: Wild type [wt; alrm-Gal4/+], alrm>dCed-12RNAi [almr-Gal4/UAS-dCed-12RNAi], drprD5 [almr-Gal4/+], drprD5, and alrm>dCed-12RNAi+drprD5 (almr-Gal4/UAS-dCed-12RNAi; drprD5). (E–G) Quantification of the MB γ neuron pruning phenotype from D. N-values are as follows: wild type, N = 36; alrm>dCed-12RNAi, N = 22; drprD5, N = 32; and alrm>dCed-12RNAi+drprD5, N = 23 hemisegments quantified at 18 h APF. N-values are as follows: wild type, N = 58; alrm>dCed-12RNAi, N = 30; drprD5, N = 26; and alrm>dCed-12RNAi + drprD5, N = 22 hemisegments quantified at 48 h APF. N-values are as follows: wild type, N = 38; alrm>dCed-12RNAi, N = 20; drprD5, N = 18; and alrm>dCed-12RNAi+drprD5, N = 32 hemisegments quantified at newly eclosed adults.

EcR, Draper, and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 function in astrocytes to promote MB γ neuron clearance

In draper-null mutants, pruned MB γ neuron axon clearance is delayed by ~2 d, but by adult stages, axonal material is ultimately pruned (Awasaki et al. 2006). Based on our analysis above, astrocytes are ideal candidates for
clearing pruned axons in addition to synaptic material, since the timing of astrocyte transformation is coincident with MB γ neuron pruning, and their processes are close to the MB before clearance (Supplemental Fig. 13). In addition, Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 is a potential new signaling pathway functioning with Draper to clear MB γ neuron axons and could account for the complete (although delayed) clearance in the absence of Draper.

We first assayed MB γ neuron pruning in animals in which transformation into phagocytes was blocked by astrocytic EcR\textsuperscript{D\textsuperscript{N}} expression (Fig. 5A). FasII antibody labels MB α/β and γ neurons, which can be easily discriminated by position, morphology, and pruning: At L3, FasII labels the entire MB, but by 18 h APF, MB γ neurons are pruned and FasII staining is seen only in thin medial and dorsal processes, which are the developing adult-specific α/β lobes (Fig. 5A, Supplemental Fig. 14A–C, Awasaki and Ito 2004, Awasaki et al. 2006). We found that while the dorsal and medial lobes of MB γ neurons were largely pruned by 18 h APF in controls, pruning of these axonal branches was strongly inhibited by astrocytic EcR\textsuperscript{D\textsuperscript{N}} expression (Fig. 5A). Blockade of astrocytic endocytic function using Shi\textsuperscript{a} also resulted in a suppression of MB γ axon clearance but to a lesser extent than EcR\textsuperscript{D\textsuperscript{N}} (Supplemental Fig. 15A,B). To determine whether astrocytes phagocyte pruning MB γ neurons, we examined astrocytic phagolysosomes at an early puparium stage. At 6 h APF, we found FasII+ MB axonal material located within the astrocytic phagolysosomes and increased infiltration of the MB lobes by astrocyte processes (Fig. 5C, Supplemental Fig. 9B). These data indicate that transformation of astrocytes into phagocytes through Ecr signaling is required for proper MB γ neuron pruning.

We next examined MB γ neuron pruning in controls, draper mutants, dCed-12\textsuperscript{RNAi} animals, and animals in which both Draper and dCed-12 signaling had been depleted. We scored pruning phenotypes at multiple time points, including 18 and 48 h APF and in newly eclosed adults (Fig. 5D–G). Consistent with previous observations, in dpr\textsuperscript{AS}-null mutants, we found a strong suppression of MB γ neuron pruning at 18 h APF and a mild phenotype in adults (Fig. 5D–G). This defect in clearance represented astrocytic Draper function, as expression of draper\textsuperscript{RNAi} in astrocytes resulted in a similar phenotype (Supplemental Fig. 16A, B). Astrocytic knockdown of dCed-12 also resulted in a strong suppression of MB γ neuron pruning at 18 h APF and a mild phenotype at 48 h APF, although pruning in adults was similar to that in controls (Fig. 5D–G). Similar results were found with astrocytic knockdown of Crk in a dpr\textsuperscript{AS}-null mutant background (Supplemental Fig. 17C, D). We conclude that Draper and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 act in a partially redundant fashion during neuronal pruning events.

Loss of Draper and Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 delay clearance of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neurons (expressing Corazonin [Crz] neuropeptide in the VNC)

Astrocyte membranes are present throughout the larval neuropil (except MB lobes, as stated previously) at late larval stages, and all appear to transform into phagocytes. This observation suggests that astrocytes have widespread roles in neuronal pruning. To explore this possibility, we examined the peptidergic vCrz neurons that undergo apoptosis during early metamorphosis between 0 and 6 h APF and whose neurites are eliminated (Choi et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2011).

In controls at L3, the a-Crz antibody labels eight pairs of vCrz neurons and a few neurons in the brain, and by 6 h APF, almost all of the vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neuronal debris was cleared from the neuropil (Choi et al. 2006). We blocked astrocyte phagocytic function by expressing Ecr\textsuperscript{D\textsuperscript{N}} in astrocytes and found that many vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cell bodies and neurite debris remained at 6 h APF and that neurite debris lingered until 18 h APF (Fig. 6A). We next examined animals depleted for Draper, dCed-12, or both and quantified the clearance of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cell bodies and neurites. We found a striking difference in the requirements for Draper and dCed-12 in the clearance of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cell bodies versus neurites. In dpr\textsuperscript{AS}-null mutants at 18 h APF, nearly all vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neurites were eliminated from the neuropil, while the majority of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cell bodies remained (Fig. 6B–D). In contrast, astrocytic knockdown of dCed-12 resulted in a lack of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cell bodies, but neurite debris was significantly retained (Fig. 6B–D). Pan-glial knockdown of dCed-12 also resulted in a lack of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cell bodies and a partial suppression of clearance of neurites (Supplemental Fig. 18A–C). Preservation of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neurite debris at 18 h APF (rather than complete loss of Crz\textsuperscript{+} signal) indicates that the Crz peptide is stable for at least 18 h APF and is a useful marker for unengulfed neurite debris.

Glial clearance of cell bodies and neurites appears to be a separable and additive function for Draper and dCed-12. Elimination of both pathways did not increase the number of cell bodies or amount of neurite debris when compared with elimination of each pathway alone (Fig. 6B–D). In addition, these pathways appear to be acting in different subsets of glial cells. Draper appears to function in nonastrocyte glia (e.g., ensheathing or cortex glia) to clear vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cell bodies, since astrocytic knockdown of draper had no effect on cell body clearance (Fig. 6B–D), and nonastrocytic glial depletion of draper led to similar levels of remaining vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cell bodies compared with depletion from all glia (Supplemental Fig. 19A, B). Clearance is likely not mediated by neurons themselves, since vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neurons did not express Draper at 6 h APF (Supplemental Fig. 20), and vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neuronal depletion of draper had no effect on neurite or cell body clearance (Supplemental Fig. 21A–C).
Engulfing cells such as microglia can promote apoptotic death of target cells, but this has generally been examined before neurite elaboration has occurred (Marin-Teva et al. 2004; Cunningham et al. 2013). Can engulfing activity of glia promote neurite destruction? To answer this question, we labeled vCrz+ neuronal membranes with membrane-tethered GFP (Crz-Gal4; UAS-mCD8 TEGFP) and assayed clearance in controls and draper mutants. By 6 h APF, the majority of cell bodies and neurites were cleared in controls (Fig. 7A–E). However, removing only a single copy of draper (drprD5/+ ) resulted in dominant suppression of clearance of both vCrz+ cell bodies and neurites at 6 h APF (Fig. 7A–E), which was enhanced in drprD5 homozygous mutants (Fig. 7A–E). This observation argues that the fragmentation of vCrz+ neurons is highly sensitive to draper gene dosage and suggests that engulfing glia can actively promote the destruction of targets during clearance.

Discussion

Widespread cell death and pruning occur in developing nervous systems of complex metazoans. Roles for astrocytes in the clearance of neuronal debris remain undefined. In this study, we showed that Drosophila larval astrocytes transform from supportive cells into phagocytes that engulf significant amounts of pruned synapses and neural debris. Astrocytic engulfment of pruned synapses and MB γ neural debris requires the Draper signaling pathway, which acts in a partially redundant fashion with the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 complex, a pathway that we implicate for the first time in neural pruning events. De-
tailed genetic analysis of these pathways revealed unexpected, context-dependent usage of these signaling pathways to clear subcompartments of neurons during nervous system reorganization.

Drosophila larval astrocytes transform into phagocytes at the initiation of metamorphosis

Astrocytes serve as regulators of synapse formation and function and are generally supportive of neural circuits. Based on several lines of evidence, we showed that astrocytes transform morphologically and functionally into phagocytes at pupariation and engulf significant amounts of neural debris. Phagocytic astrocytes take on a highly vacuolated appearance, up-regulate the engulfment molecule Draper, contain cytoplasmic vacuoles filled with debris that stains for synaptic or axonal markers, and exhibit high levels of lysosomal activity. Activation of this phagocytic program depends on cell-autonomous signaling through the EcR, since blockade of EcR in even single astrocytes suppressed their transformation by all morphological and molecular criteria. Blockade of astrocyte phagocytic function by multiple methods (e.g., EcRDN or Shi\textsuperscript{tm}) suppressed the clearance of synapses throughout the CNS, axons of MB \gamma neurons in the central brain, and the neurites of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} cells in the VNC. This latter observation defines vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neurons as a new system to explore astrocyte–neuron interactions during neuronal apoptosis and neurite or synapse elimination in the CNS.

While roles for Drosophila glia in the engulfment of pruned MB \gamma axons have been previously described (Awasaki and Ito 2004; Watts et al. 2004; Awasaki et al. 2006, 2011), it was unexpected that astrocytes would be the phagocytic cell type. In the adult Drosophila brain, a second type of neuropil glial cells, ensheathing glia, is responsible for engulfing injured axonal debris, while astrocytes fail to respond in a detectable way morphologically or molecularly (e.g., by Draper up-regulation) [Doherty et al. 2009]. The stark difference in glial subtypes executing phagocytic function in the pupa versus the adult could result from differences in glial genetic programs during development versus in mature glia or indicate a key difference in the molecular nature of pruned neurites compared with those undergoing injury-induced axon degeneration.

Figure 7. Loss of Draper delays neurite degeneration and clearance of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neuronal cell bodies. (A) vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neurons were labeled with GFP [Crz-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP; green]. Time points are as indicated (APF). Bars, 20 \mu m. Genotypes used were as follows: control [Crz-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP; +], drpr\textsuperscript{A5/+} [Crz-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP, drpr\textsuperscript{A5/+}], and drpr\textsuperscript{A5} [Crz-Gal4, UAS-mCD8::GFP, drpr\textsuperscript{A5}].

(B–D) Quantification of the percentage of intact lateral (B), medial (C), and horizontal (D) axons of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neurons per hemisegment from A. (B–E) Control, \(N = 30;\) drpr\textsuperscript{A5/+}, \(N = 30;\) and drpr\textsuperscript{A5}, \(N = 32\) hemisegments quantified. Error bars represent \(\pm\) SEM. (\(*) P < 0.05; (****) \(P < 0.0001.\) (E) Quantification of the percentage of cell bodies of vCrz\textsuperscript{+} neurons per hemisegment from A.
The extent to which mammalian astrocytes are phagocytes in vivo has remained unclear until recently. In culture, astrocytes can be phagocytic [Roldan et al. 1997; Tansey and Cammer 1998] and engulf apoptotic cells [Chang et al. 2000] or amyloid-β [Wyss-Coray et al. 2003]. In vivo, the post-laminar optic nerve head myelination transition zone [MTZ] astrocytes express Mac-2, a molecule implicated in phagocytic activity, and internalize axonal evulsions, and this event appears to be increased in frequency in glaucoma models [Nguyen et al. 2011]. Most impressively, Chung et al. (2013) recently directly demonstrated that astrocytes engulf synaptic material in vivo and that this event is mediated by MEGF10 (mouse Draper) and the engulfment receptor MERTK. Thus, Draper/MEGF10-dependent engulfment of pruning synapses appears to be an ancient astrocytic mechanism; whether the same is true for the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 pathway remains to be determined. Transcriptome data from purified mouse forebrain astrocytes support this notion, since molecular pathways for engulfment are highly enriched, including, in addition to MEGF10, Gulp1 [dCed-6], and in addition to Crk, Dock1 [Mbc] and Elmo [dCed-12] [Cahoy et al. 2008]. It will be important to explore whether these additional pathways have similar roles in astrocytes for the pruning of mammalian neural circuits during development and whether astrocyte engulfment activity is modified in neurological diseases involving axonal, dendritic, or synaptic loss.

**Activation of astrocyte phagocytic function requires Draper and the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 signaling pathway**

We examined two types of neurons that undergo different types of developmental reorganization. MB γ neuron neurites, their cell bodies remain viable, and, at midpupal stages, they re-extend medial axon branches to establish adult-specific connectivity [Lee et al. 2000; Watts et al. 2004]. In contrast, vCrz+ neurons exhibit complete neurite degeneration, and cell bodies undergo apoptotic death and eventually are completely eliminated [Choi et al. 2006]. We found that in addition to there being remarkable differences in the patterns of fragmentation exhibited by these subsets of neurons, there are also critical differences in the engulfment signaling pathways used to promote their initial destruction and clearance.

Previous work has revealed a role for Draper in MB γ neuron pruning, with draper-null mutants exhibiting a delay of ~2 d in the clearance of pruned MB γ neuron axonal debris [Awasaki et al. 2006]. We provide evidence supporting a key role for the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 complex in the clearance of MB γ neuron axonal debris and demonstrate that Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 knockdown and draper mutants have additive phenotypes, indicating that these signaling pathways act in a partially redundant fashion in astrocytes to promote clearance of pruned MB γ neuron axons. While these phenotypes are additive, we note that draper mutants exhibit a stronger delay in MB γ neuron pruning, suggesting that Draper signaling plays a more prominent role in this brain region than signaling through the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 complex. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that a Crk, mbc, or dCed-12 mutant might have a stronger phenotype than the RNAi lines used in this study.

vCrz+ neuronal clearance appears to involve both Draper signaling and the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 complex, with the former primarily promoting clearance of vCrz+ cell bodies, and the latter driving clearance of degenerating vCrz+ neurites. In draper-null mutants at 18 h APF, the majority of neuronal cell bodies remained at the edge of the neuropil, while neurite debris was largely cleared. Reciprocally, astrocytic knockdown of dCed-12 suppressed neurite clearance, while vCrz+ cell bodies were promptly eliminated. The lack of additivity of the phenotypes for either neurite or cell body clearance in draper-null mutants with astrocytic dCed-12RNAi suggests that elimination of cell bodies is primarily driven by the Draper pathway, while neurite clearance is largely accomplished by signaling through the Crk/Mbc/dCed-12 complex.

Our study reveals that the genetic pathways engaged by glia to engulf pruned neuronal material versus apoptotic neurons are context-dependent and correlate with the type of destructive program. Interestingly, the molecular pathways that mediate axonal degeneration during axon pruning versus apoptosis are also distinct in mammalian cultured neurons. Local withdrawal of NGF in the axon activates Caspase 6-dependent axon degeneration, which is not sensitive to XIAP1 inhibition. In contrast, whole-cell NGF withdrawal leads to Caspase 6-independent apoptotic cell death and degeneration of axons, which is then sensitive to XIAP1 [Cusack et al. 2013]. These observations argue that context matters when neurites and cell bodies are being destroyed. We speculate that neuron–glia signaling during engulfment events might also be compartmentalized, with neurites and cell bodies generating different types of “eat me” cues for clearance by glia.

Do engulfing glial cells actively promote the destruction of target neurons? We made the intriguing observation that loss of a single copy of draper is sufficient to dominantly suppress the elimination of vCrz+ cell bodies and neurites at 6 h APF. Moreover, loss of two copies results in the retention of nearly all vCrz+ cell bodies and significant parts of the vCrz+ scaffold, and many regions of the scaffold appeared morphologically intact, suggesting a delay of neurite fragmentation. Previous work has shown that expression of the anti-apoptotic molecule P35 is sufficient to suppress the pruning of vCrz+ neurites for at least 1 d [Choi et al. 2006]; we extended this observation and found this to be true for at least 2 d [data not shown]. Thus, blocking apoptosis in vCrz+ is sufficient to significantly delay neurite degeneration. This observation, coupled with the known role for CED-1 in actively promoting the death of engulfment targets [Hoepner et al. 2001; Reddien et al. 2001], suggests that engulfing nonastrocyte glia may promote neuronal apoptosis through Draper signaling. This in turn would promote degeneration of the neurite scaffold after cell body death. If this underlies the delay that we observed in neurite clearance, it would provide a mechanism for the observed delay in vCrz+ neuronal clearance. It remains to be determined if these pathways are conserved in mammalian astrocytes.
degeneration in draper mutants, it would argue that glia actively sculpt neural networks by promoting the destruction of selected subsets of neurons. Subsequent work exploring the survival of cell bodies preserved in draper-null animals will be essential to explore this exciting possibility.

Materials and methods

Drosophila strains

The Drosophila strains used were as follows: alm-Gal4 [Doherty et al. 2009], pUASt-mCD8::GFP [Lee and Luo 2001], draper [MacDonald et al. 2006], UAS-shibire, w1118, UAS-Ecr.B1-ΔC655.F645A and UAS-Ecr.B1-ΔC655.W650A [Cherbas et al. 2003], UAS-CrkRNAi [Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center [VDRC] transformant 19061], UAS-dced12RNAi [VDRC transformant 107590], UAS-mbcRNAi [VDRC transformant 10644], Csr-Gal4 [Choi et al. 2006], repo-flp2 [a gift from T. Stork], pWiz-dpyRNAi [MacDonald et al. 2006], repo-Gal4 [Sepp et al. 2001], tsh-Gal80, and UAS-draperi (Logan et al. 2012). The alm-Gal80 construct was generated by amplifying a 5-kb region of the alm promoter using the following primers: 5′-GATACCCGGCCACTACGGCAGATGTTGCTATCTGATAGTTTTCC-3′ and 5′-AAATTTTGCTCAGATAGTGCCGATCCCTTTGGCCGGAGCC-3′. The resulting fragment was cloned into the Cas40-GAL80 vector, and transgenic flies were generated using standard methods by BestGene, Inc.
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Note added in proof

While this manuscript was submitted, a new study was also being published at the same time elucidating astrocytes’ phagocytic role during MB γ neuronal pruning [Hakim et al. 2014].
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